IQMS®
Manufacturing ERP

Core Manufacturing Package for Small & Mid-Sized Businesses
Right for You Now, Right for You in the Future
As a small to mid-size business, you are likely relying on basic spreadsheets and simple accounting software in order to run your manufacturing operations, but this approach has its limits, and as you continue to grow, you need a manufacturing software platform that can expand with you.

Growing the Smart Way
“How can I keep growing and increase quality while staying flexible and responsive to my customers when they need short production runs?”

Product quality and the ability to react quickly to customer needs are the catalysts driving the fastest growing companies today. Being able to consistently excel at meeting customer requirements daily while staying flexible enough to provide short production runs wins customers for life. IQMS is designed to get you up and running fast, in 90 days or less, giving you greater visibility and control over your manufacturing operations.

The power of a full manufacturing software solution at an affordable price.
IQMS is for manufacturers looking to quickly accelerate their growth. This includes your choice of either our core ERP system or our flagship EnterpriseIQ system, both built on the same powerful manufacturing software platform. If you are growing beyond the limitations of your entry-level ERP or your QuickBooks-like systems, IQMS can accelerate your growth.

The core system includes five to ten users and all the features you need to support order processing, scheduling, production, quality, shipping, MRO and accounting. Plus, at IQMS production means much more than just production management, it means production monitoring. With IQMS you always know how much you are making and how well you are making it.

Scalable by Design
“I know what I need today is not what I am going to need in the future, but I need a product that gives me room to grow.”

IQMS’ scalable, modular architecture provides you with the flexibility to take advantage of more advanced ERP software and manufacturing software features and functionality when you are ready. EnterpriseIQ is built on a single database architecture that provides built-in sharing of information between modules and drill down capability from the order, through production, to inventory and shipping.

IQMS can grow with your business at the pace your business needs to grow with our full spectrum of manufacturing products and solutions.
IQMS’ core system is your gateway to our entire offering of process and industry specific functionality. Over 20 additional modules are available to support advanced needs from multiple plants to ecommerce to precision process monitoring.

“We’re ready to take on our next phase of growth with IQMS, who frees us up from the constraints of Quickbooks and provides enterprise-level real-time inventory, order entry and fullfillment.”

-DPS Skis
IQMS’ single database, fully integrated system allows employees to wear multiple hats. Therefore, labor costs decrease while operational effectiveness increases.

Getting your teams up and running quickly, training them on the system and its modules and increasing adoption throughout your company are the goals guiding our product development. Having a scalable, modular architecture makes it possible to continue improving usability and the user experience. The result is having more members of your team up and running faster, being productive, while enabling greater adoption across your business.

You’ll be able to measure product quality quickly and take action when necessary to keep levels high while keeping production schedules on track. IQMS’ scalable, modular architecture flexes with you as you grow, providing a diverse selection of modules that meet today’s needs and anticipate future requirements. It’s time to break free from the constraints of QuickBooks with a proven, fully integrated manufacturing system that will help drive your company to the next level of growth.

“Bringing together accounting, purchasing, sales, inventory and manufacturing in a single system has allowed us to dramatically improve our operations and gives our team powerful and accurate data that ultimately benefits our customers”

-Global Interconnect
Core Manufacturing Solution for Small to Mid-Size Manufacturers

With the tools provided from IQMS, manufacturers are able to rely on the system for their planning, scheduling, executing, and measuring results. This is accomplished with our Forecasting, MRP, Production Scheduling, Quality and RealTime™ Production Monitoring modules.
**Execution and Visibility Made Easy**
The true power of your ERP system is in enabling 360° visibility from the shop floor to the top floor to drive greater growth. For example:

- Available/Capable to Promise
- Raw/finished goods inventory
- Customer sales history/trends
- Job/process costing
- Financials and profitability

**Modular to Make Growth Easier**
IQMS modules are mile-markers on your journey to accomplishing more of your manufacturing goals. Typical growth paths include:

- Advanced Quality
- EDI
- CRM
- WMS
- Process Monitoring
- Additional plants and users

“We would have never reached 111% growth in three years without partnering with IQMS and relying on their system to streamline production”

-Dymotek
Implementation and Training
Implementation and training that gets manufacturers up and running quickly.

With a combination of eLearning and remote consulting from an IQMS Professional Services Consultant, begin to leverage your IQMS investment in as little as six weeks.

Here are the details:

• Up to 15 days of remote implementation consulting
• 5 Named user eLearning subscriptions (1-year of unlimited access)
• Unlimited access to IQMS’ customer support desk
• Training is accessible 24/7, anywhere, on any device

eLearning offers short, modular training in 1 to 4 minute intervals, covering six functional areas of the software with 40+ modules spanning over 275 topics. Build a learning path and track your progress for you and your team.

eLearning allows you to fit training in with your busy schedule and have the flexibility to pause and pick it back up when time permits. Create your own training schedule and work towards completion at your own pace.

Self-paced learning can be used as a key component to your blended approach, utilizing the eLearning platform as a reference library with Google search capability for topics. Build a learning plan and track your progress towards certifications with manager and user reporting capability.
Conclusion
If you’re going to invest in manufacturing ERP software, invest in a system that will do what you need today and be able to scale for your needs tomorrow. Partnering with IQMS sets a solid foundation to grow your business on, complete with services and training that makes it all come together.

IQMS is ideal for manufacturers whose existing systems and ways of managing production are holding them back from greater revenue growth. Designed for companies who compete on quality and the flexibility of providing short production runs to their customers, IQMS is an ideal solution for bringing greater speed, scale and simplicity to your manufacturing operations.

Today’s product quality defines tomorrow’s growth opportunities. Improving production efficiency while finding ways to provide customers with short production runs fuels growth. IQMS’ fully integrated ERP system is designed to take on these challenges and more, with a scalable, modular architecture that flexes with you as you grow.

**Bottom Line:** 92% of manufacturers say product quality defines their success in the eyes of their customers and 56% find their customers most frequently demand short notice production capabilities as a value-added service. IQMS’ manufacturing software platform is delivering results in these areas and more every day. We’re ready to get to work and help you grow now.
Since 1989, IQMS has been providing powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) software solutions that enable manufacturers to operate more efficiently and more profitably than ever before. Based upon decades of manufacturing experience, IQMS has developed the most comprehensive and effective ERP solution available - EnterpriseIQ®. The powerful, wide-ranging solution, combined with a deep commitment to customer satisfaction, is why IQMS has one of the highest customer retention rates of any ERP provider.